OCLC and Gale have partnered to provide
access to Gale subscription databases
through WorldCat Discovery.
Maximize your
subscription value

WorldCat Discovery benefits
for Gale database subscribers

WorldCat Discovery enables your users to discover
more than 380 million electronic, digital and physical
resources in libraries around the world through a
single search of WorldCat and a central index
representing more than 2,400 e‑content collections.
Through the Gale/OCLC partnership, more than
75 authoritative Gale databases are available for
searching through WorldCat Discovery.

• Expand access to the Gale databases you provide
by making them searchable through your library’s
WorldCat Discovery search box.

The OCLC/Gale partnership increases your users’
visibility into Gale databases to which your library
subscribes and enables links to Gale full text through
either the WorldCat knowledge base or a knowledge
base already in place at your library.

• Allow users to identify the resources they need
in Gale’s authoritative reference content using
the familiar WorldCat Discovery interface.
• Maximize the benefits your library receives
from its subscriptions to Gale databases
and WorldCat Discovery.
• Create database groups to search Gale databases
and databases with related content together.

NEXT STEPS
Follow these simple steps to set up access to your Gale subscription content through WorldCat Discovery.
1. Review your searchable databases. Go to the
OCLC Service Configuration page at worldcat.
org/config. Sign in, select Metasearch Content
from the left menu, and choose Licensed Content
and Databases.

2. Add the Gale databases to which your library
subscribes. Click the add/remove databases
button. Select the Gale databases you
subscribe to, click Done, and click Save
Changes at the bottom of the page.

Questions?
Access WorldCat Discovery documentation and training resources at oc.lc/SupportDiscovery or contact
OCLC Customer Support at support@oclc.org. Contact gale.technicalsupport@cengage.com with
questions about Gale databases accessible through WorldCat Discovery.
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